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Abstract— In this work we characterize the energy consumption of a visual sensor network testbed. Each node in the
testbed consists of a ”single-board computer”, namely Crossbow’s
Stargate, equipped with a wireless network card and a webcam.
We assess energy consumption of activities representative of
the target application (e.g., perimeter surveillance) using a
benchmark that runs (individual and combinations of) “basic”
tasks such as processing, flash memory access, image acquisition,
and communication over the network. In our characterization, we
consider the various hardware states the system switches through
as it executes these benchmarks, e.g., different radio modes (sleep,
idle, transmission, reception), and webcam modes (off, on, and
acquiring image). We report both steady-state and transient
energy consumption behavior obtained by direct measurements of
current with a digital multimeter. We validate our measurements
against results obtained using the Stargate’s on-board energy
consumption measuring capabilities.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Most wireless sensor networks to date employ nodes with
limited power, processing, storage, and communication capabilities. Additionally, they typically include relatively simple
sensors (e.g., light, temperature, pressure, magnetometer, etc.).
In these deployments, energy consumed by sensing-related
tasks is relatively low, which means that the communication
subsystem (i.e., the radio) dominates energy consumption.
However, an increasing number of current and upcoming applications can benefit considerably from “media-rich” sensors
such as cameras and microphones as they typically provide
wider coverage and richer information. Such applications,
which often have considerable scientific, social, and strategic
relevance, typically require monitoring events in wide areas
over long periods of time. Examples include: a geological
survey documenting the time, duration and height of hot water
eruption from all the geyser at Yellowstone National Park over
a period of several months; estimating the number and roaming
patterns of mountain lions in the Santa Cruz mountains in
order to determine guidelines for human/predator co-existence;
keeping a large airport under continuous surveillance by
detecting movement of humans in open areas. This diverse set
of applications require a possibly large number of networked
sensors for continuous and pervasive monitoring. Wiring the
sensor network for power and communication is, in most
outdoor cases, too expensive and not practical. Hence, battery–
operated, wireless deployments are required.
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The use of high–level sensors (e.g., cameras) in battery–
operated networks has received relatively little attention so
far by the research community. Unlike simpler sensors, cameras produce large loads of data, which require considerable
processing for analysis (in order to extract semantic information) and/or compression. In addition, sensing itself can
be highly power consuming. In “traditional” camera-based
networks (e.g., for surveillance), nodes are wired and plugged
to continuous power sources; thus, power and bandwidth are
not a concern. However, in wireless camera networks, both
bandwidth and power are premium resources. They must
be efficiently managed to maximize the system’s operational
lifetime. Therefore, one of the main challenges posed by
wireless visual sensor networks is the constant tension between
power conservation and performance (e.g., event detection
probability in surveillance applications).
Addressing this tradeoff between power efficiency and performance is one of the main goals of the Meerkats project [3].
To study this tradeoff in a real testbed, we have been developing a wireless network of battery-operated camera-equipped
nodes that can be used for monitoring and surveillance of arbitrarily large (indoor or outdoor) areas. Because efficient energy
management is so critical, we have conducted a thorough
energy consumption characterization of the Meerkats testbed
which is based on the Crossbow Stargate platform [5]. In this
paper, we present results from this study. Our approach was
based on assessing energy consumption of activities representative of the target application (e.g., perimeter surveillance)
using a benchmark that runs (individual and combinations
of) “basic” tasks such as processing, flash memory access,
image acquisition, and communication over the network. In
our characterization, we consider the various hardware states
the system switches through as it executes these benchmarks,
e.g., different radio modes (sleep, idle, transmission, reception), and webcam modes (off, on, and acquiring image). We
report both steady-state and transient (i.e., when switching
states) energy consumption behavior. Besides results obtained
from direct measurement using a digital multimeter, we also
present results obtained using the Stargate’s on-board energy
consumption measuring capabilities.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the Meerkats testbed, while Section III describes
the methodology used on the energy consumption characterization, including the benchmark and measurement setup

used. Results for steady state and transition costs (delay and
additional charge) are presented in Section IV. Then we
present the in-system energy consumption monitoring tool
in Section V. We summarize related work in Section VI.
Section VII concludes the paper and discusses future work.
II. T HE M EERKATS T ESTBED
Currently, our Meerkats testbed consists of eight visual
sensor nodes and one information sink. A Dell Inspiron 4000
laptop with PIII CPU, 512M memory, and 20G hard disk is
used as the sink. It runs Linux (kernel 2.4.20) and uses an
Orinoco Gold 802.11b wireless card for communication.
The Meerkats visual sensor nodes use Crossbow’s Stargates [5] 1 . The Stargate model we employ is based on the
XScale PXA255 CPU (400 MHz), has 32MB flash memory
and 64MB SDRAM, and provides PCMCIA and Compact
Flash connectors on the main board. It also has a daughter
board with Ethernet, USB and serial connectors. As shown in
Figure 1, we equipped each Stargate with an Orinoco Gold
802.11b PCMCIA wireless card and a Logitech QuickCam
Pro 4000 webcam connected through the USB. The QuickCam
can capture video with resolution of up to 640x480 pixels. The
operating system is Stargate version 7.3 which is an embedded
Linux system (kernel 2.4.19).

Fig. 1.

Visual sensing node in the Meerkats testbed

The Stargate can be powered through a 5V DC adaptor or
through a battery. Both the main- and daughter boards have
battery input, but only the daughter board has a DC input.
Since we use the USB connector on the daughter board, we
need to power the Stargate through the daughter board with
5V. To achieve this, we use a customized 7.4 Volt, 1000mAh,
2 cell Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) battery, manufactured by Energy
Sales, Inc. and an external DC-DC (with efficiency of about
80%) switching regulator. The current battery has a small form
mm), which makes it ideal for encasing
factor (
the system in a small container. A number of such batteries
can be connected in parallel for increased capacity.
An important feature provided by the Stargate is its battery
monitoring capability. This is achieved through a specialized
chip (DS2438) on the main board. Two kernel modules,
namely onewire and batmon, provide access to the battery
monitor chip and retrieve information on the battery’s current
state. information.
1 Other

[8].

projects that use the Stargate as a sensing node include SensEye

III. M ETHODOLOGY
The basis for our energy consumption characterization study
of the Meerkats testbed is to define a benchmark representative of typical activities performed by wireless visual sensor
networks. Such activities include acquiring, processing, and
transmitting images. We then decompose these activities into
“basic” tasks such as processing, input/output (flash memory,
webcam), and communication (transmission and reception
over the network). Running benchmarks consisting of these
individual tasks and a combination thereof takes the system
through different hardware states, i.e. different radio modes
(sleep, idle, rx, tx) and webcam modes (off, on and acquiring images). To better characterize these different states, let
us review the Meerkats node’s major hardware subsystems,
namely:
Processor core: consists of the processor itself, memory
(RAM and flash), and associated hardware;
Sensor core: includes the sensing devices, i.e. the webcam, together with the USB interface;
Communication core: consists of the wireless communication card, and associated PCMCIA modules.
These different components can be in different states. For instance, the processor can be sleeping, idle, active (processing),
writing data or reading data; the sensor can be sleeping, idle,
or active (i.e., acquiring image/video); while the radio can be
sleeping, idle, receiving or transmitting. However, instead of
exploring the whole state space, i.e., ALL state combinations,
we only consider the physically possible ones. For example,
it does not make sense to have the processor sleeping and
radio and/or sensors idle or active, since the latter need to be
controlled by the processor.
Switching the Meerkats node through its state space requires
executing specific utilities made available by the operating
system. More specifically, to put the processor in sleep mode,
one must execute the utility sys suspend, proving as parameter
the sleep interval. cardctl suspend puts the wireless card in
sleep mode, while cardctl resume switches the wireless card
from sleep to idle. The mechanism we use to put the webcam
in sleep mode is to remove the corresponding modules (rmmod
usb-ohci-sa1111) from the kernel, while changing the webcam
from sleep to idle requires inserting back the corresponding
modules (insmod usb-ohci-sa1111).
It should be noted that, in the Stargate platform, when
the timer for the sys suspend command expires and the node
”wakes up”, the wireless card goes to idle no matter what
its previous state was. This is not the case for the webcam
because of the way the sys suspend script is implemented. In
our measurements, we unplugged the wireless card as well as
the webcam to obtain the different combinations of hardware
subsystems.
A. Measurement Setup
For our direct measurements, we use the HP E3631A
power configured to provide 5.4V to power the Stargate. The
HP34401A digital multimeter (DMM) is used to measure the
current flow as the different hardware subsystems become
active/inactive while the different benchmarks are executed.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram describing to our measurement setup.
HP E3631A
Power Supply
−
+

+ Stargate
−
HP 34401A
Multimeter

Fig. 2.

GPIB cable

Measurements setup

As shown in Figure 2, a GPIB cable is used to connect
the HP 34401A DMM to a computer to collect and record
measurement samples. The DMM was configured to provide
a reading rate of 60 Hz. This setup allows us to measure steady
state currents (via time integration) as well as transients.
B. Energy Consumption Characterization Benchmark
As previously discussed, we define an energy consumption characterization benchmark consisting of a set of basic
operations that are representative of activities performed by
visual sensor nodes. Our benchmark consists of five main
task categories, namely: idle, processing intensive, storage
intensive, communication intensive and visual sensing. The
descriptions of these tasks follow.
a) Idle: The idle– or baseline benchmark captures the
energy consumption behavior of the node when only basic
operating system tasks are running. This benchmark characterizes energy consumption when the system is idle and also
serves as baseline for all other tasks.
b) Processing-intensive:
The characterization of
processing-intensive tasks is performed using the FFT
benchmark [2], which is part of SPEC’s CPU2000 [14], an
industry-standardized CPU-intensive benchmark suite.
c) Storage-intensive: The storage media available on the
Stargates is flash memory. In order to understand its energy
consumption behavior, we use a program that reads and writes
files with random data.
d) Communication-intensive: To characterize the energy
consumed by communication-related tasks, we use a set of
UDP client/server programs. The client program transmits a
certain amount of random bytes (provided as a argument) to
the server. To obtain the energy cost of transmission, we run
the client program on the Stargate being monitored. Then we
monitor the Stargate running the server program to obtain the
energy cost of reception.
e) Visual sensing: Power consumed by the webcam is
characterized using the videotime program available on the
Stargate 7.3, to acquire a sequence of frames.
IV. R ESULTS
This section reports steady-state (Section IV-A) and transient (Section IV-B) energy consumption behavior for the
Meerkats visual sensing node. Task execution (e.g. processing,

acquiring image, communication, etc.) characterizes steadystate, while transients are captured when state changes occur,
e.g., node goes to sleep and wakes up, or webcam is suspended.
A. Steady state
Using the setup described in Section III-A, we executed
each of the benchmarks described in Section III-B activating different combinations of Meerkats node components
(i.e., processor core, processor/sensor core, processor/radio
core, and processor/radio/sensor core). Table I shows average current (over five runs) in milli-Amperes drawn from
the Meerkats node when running the different benchmarks
with different combinations of active hardware subsystems.
Standard deviations are also presented.
Task
idle
fft
read
write
image
TX
RX
sleep

Processor
Core

Proc./Sensor
Core

-

-

Proc./Radio
Core

Proc./Sensor/
Radio Core

-

TABLE I
AVERAGE CURRENT ( OVER FIVE RUNS ) IN MILLI -A MPERES AND
STANDARD DEVIATION DRAWN BY THE M EERKATS ’ NODE .

These measurements highlight a number of interesting
observations. For instance, the considerable difference in
power consumption when comparing results from the “sleep”
and “idle” benchmarks. It is also interesting to note that
communication-related tasks (i.e., RX and TX) are less expensive than intensive processing and flash access when the radio
modules are loaded. Additionally: the processing-intensive
benchmark results in the highest current requirement; flash
reads and writes cost about the same; and TX is only about
5% more expensive than RX.
The relatively small difference between RX and TX modes
has been observed before, e.g., in [7] which reported the
power consumption of a WaveLAN wireless card at 2 Mbps.
The reported difference, however, considerably higher than the
difference we see here. This is partially due to the fact that the
difference reported in [7] was computed based on the current
drained by the wireless card only. In our measurements, we
consider the overall system, which also includes the processing
associated with communication.
Figure 3 plots the results shown in Table I, highlighting
other interesting results. For instance, we observe that the
webcam adds about 185mA to Processor Core, while the
wireless card adds about 165mA to Processor Core; i.e., the
additional current consumed by activating a system component
is constant over all tasks.
B. Transients
To characterize transient power consumption behavior when
the Meerkats node switches between operational states, we

the board active, and that some application running on the
node requests an image to be taken. Th is request will require
turning the camera on, taking the picture, writing to flash, and
then turning the camera off.

Fig. 3.

Steady-state current draw in the Meerkats node

added and removed the corresponding operating system modules/drivers controlling each subsystem (e.g., webcam, network card) being activated/deactivated. In some cases, switching states involves powering on/off electronic components
(USB/webcam, network card). This typically causes short
transients with possibly high currents. The length of a transient
depends both on the electrical characteristics of the subsystem
being powered on/off and the processing/response time of
the operating system when executing the task(s) required to
switch states. The graph in Figure 4 gives an example of
power consumption transients for the Meerkats node. This
particular run starts with the node fully operational, i.e., with
both the network card and webcam activated. The first transient
corresponds to deactivating the network card followed by
deactivating the webcam, and switching the board to sleep
mode. Then, at time 6.5 sec, the board wakes up, and the
webcam and network card are reactivated, respectively.

Fig. 4. Transients from complete system to suspend wifi, suspend webcam,
and switch board to sleep state; then, wake up board, reload webcam, resume
wifi and start tx

Another example of power consumption transients for the
Meerkats node is shown in Figure 5. This particular example
considers that the Meerkats node is in idle mode with only

Fig. 5.

Tasks involved when acquiring an image.

It is clear from Figures 4 and 5 that transients are not
at all negligible in the Stargate (and likely in other sensor
network platforms). For accuracy, energy characterization for
these platforms must account for both the additional power
consumed by transients as well as the associated delay.
Using our measurements, we are able to calculate the delay
and the additional energy consumption due state transitions.
The transitions considered are:
Suspend/resume webcam: a script that removes/reloads
related kernel modules is used;
Suspend/resume wireless card: this is achieved using
the command line utility cardctl suspend/resume;
Put node to sleep: the script sys suspend performs the
necessary tasks to put the processor and the whole board
in sleep mode for a given amount of time;
Wake up node: the node wakes up to service an interrupt.
The default for the Meerkats node is to wake up when
the time interval given as a parameter to the sys suspend
script expires.
Transient delay is defined as the interval between the time
the corresponding command to activate/deactivate a specific
device is issued and the time current consumption becomes
stationary, i.e., when all operations associated with the transient have been completed. Table II presents the delay associated with each transition considered.
As previously pointed out, transients are not at all negligible
neither in terms of power consumed nor in terms of delay
incurred. For instance, as shown in Table II, resuming webcam
activities is the transition that takes the longest (about 1.2
seconds). Clearly, this has direct impact on node duty-cycling.
Suspending the webcam takes about 300 milli-seconds, which
is about the same for the wireless card. But resuming the
wireless card takes about 500 milli-seconds, which is less than
half the time necessary to resume the webcam. This happens
because the operating system has support to suspend the
PCMCIA modules, which makes this process more efficient.

Task
Resume cam
Suspend cam
Resume wifi
Suspend wifi
Go to sleep
Wake up

Processor
Core
-

Proc./Sensor
Core
-

Proc./Radio
Core
-

Proc./Sensor
/Radio Core

TABLE II
T RANSITION DURATIONS IN MILLI - SECONDS ( AVERAGE AND STANDARD
DEVIATION CALCULATED OVER FIVE DIFFERENT RUNS ).

On the other hand, to suspend the webcam we need to remove
both the webcam and USB kernel modules, which takes longer.
We also notice that when the node wakes up with the wireless
card on, the process will take longer since the node must
first have the board operational, and then power the PCMCIA
hardware so that the wireless card can become operational.
In order to verify the delays reported in Table II, we use
the operating system utility time to obtain the time necessary
to execute the programs that trigger the transitions. Table III
shows these results which are consistently smaller than the
corresponding results in Table II. This confirms that the times
reported in Table II correspond to the times it takes for
the operating system to execute the corresponding software
modules (as reported in Table III) plus the time for the
corresponding hardware sub-system to become active/inactive.
Program
Remove wcam
Suspend wcam
Remove wifi
Suspend wifi

Time (s)
0.21
0.259
0.06
1.92

TABLE III
T IME TO EXECUTE SOFTWARE ASSOCIATED WITH TRANSITIONS .

The amount of charge consumed by a transition can be
obtained by integrating over time the difference in current
between the ideal and actual transient behavior. For example,
Figure 6 shows a transition from idle to sleep and then again
to idle for the Processor/Sensor Core. The gray area in the
figure represents the amount of additional charge consumed
due to transitory current fluctuations.
Table IV summarizes the charge needed for the state transitions mentioned above. The results presented are averaged
over five different runs. Some of the results are noteworthy.
For instance, for the Proc/Sensor Core sub-system, resuming
the webcam consumes about the same charge as going to
sleep, although the delay is about three times larger. Another
interesting result is that there is no correlation between delay
and charge, e.g., transitions with the same delay may need
different charge. For instance, switching to sleep mode for
the Processor Core takes 372 milli-seconds and requires 65
milli-Coulombs on average, while for the Proc/Sensor Core it
takes 397 milli-seconds and requires 119 milli-Coulombs on
average.

Fig. 6. Charge consumed by transitions from idle to sleep and back to idle
of the Processor/Sensor Core.
Task
Resume cam
Suspend cam
Resume wifi
Suspend wifi
Go to sleep
Wake up

Processor
Core
-

Proc./Sensor
Core
-

Proc./Radio
Core
-

Proc./Sensor/
Radio Core

TABLE IV
C HARGE IN MILLI -C OULOMBS ( AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION
CALCULATED OVER FIVE RUNS ) REQUIRED FOR TRANSITIONS .

The results presented in Tables II and IV show that both
the hardware and software involved in the transition play a
significant role in determining the delay and charge of each
transition.
We should again emphasize that delay and additional
amount of charge due to transitions are an important consideration when scheduling duty cycles for visual sensing nodes.
For example, in some cases, it may be more energy efficient
to keep radio and webcam modules loaded rather than loading
and unloading them very frequently.
V. I N - SYSTEM E NERGY C ONSUMPTION M ONITORING
As we mentioned before, an important feature provided by
the Stargate is its built-in battery monitoring capability. This
is achieved through a specialized chip, the DS2438, located
on the main board. In this section, we describe how on-board
battery monitoring works on the Stargate, how we extended
it, and the power consumption measurements we obtain using
it.
A. DS2438 Battery Monitor
Crossbow’s Stargate smart battery monitoring capability,
using the DS2438 chip, is normally found permanently mated
to a rechargeable battery in a battery pack. The DS2438 8pin chip has the capability to measure the voltage across the
Stargate’s power source and the current flowing out of the
battery and into the Stargate. Measuring current is achieved
by measuring the voltage at the ends of a low-value shunt
resistor, as shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Battery monitor connection diagram. Voltage across the shunt resistor
and
. Current can be determined using
is measured by
.

The DS2438 chip [12] takes current measurements at a rate
of 36.41 times per second. These measurements are stored
in the chip’s RAM and can be acquired through the onewire interface (DQ pin). The readings are stored in units
) and the maximum voltage difference
of 0.2441mV (
between the
pins is 300mV.
shunt resistor. Since
The Stargate is equipped with a
voltage readings are stored in units of 0.2441mV, this would
)
allow a granularity of 48.82mA (obtained using
for the current readings. Additionally, the DS2438 chip can
LSb (least significant bits), which
introduce an error of
could result in as much as
mA of error.
Considering the current range for the activities we define as
representative of visual sensor network activities (see Table I),
it is clear that the granularity of 48.82mA does not allow
shunt
accurate readings. Thus we replaced the existing
resistor with a
one. By doing this, we achieve a
mA error.
granularity of 0.904mA with
B. Kernel Modules and Interface
As described in Section II, the Meerkats node runs a Linuxbased operating system, namely the Stargate 7.3 operating
system which provides two kernel modules that interface with
the battery monitoring hardware, namely: the onewire and
batmon modules 2 . onewire implements the one-wire protocol
used to communicate with the DS2438 chip, and provides
wrapper functions for reading from and writing to the DS2348
through the one-wire data bus. batmon is a higher level
module, that uses the functions made available by onewire to
read the voltage from the chip and make it available for reading
in user-space through a device (i.e.,/dev/platx/batmon).
The original batmon provides only voltage readings, therefore we had to modify it to obtain current readings as well. The
in the batmon module, which
function
previously only returned the battery voltage, was modified to
2 Both

modules were implemented by Trevor Pering

return the current across the shunt resistor as well, using the
following equation:
.
Since floating point operations are not supported in the
Stargate Linux kernel, the output from
contains both the kernel space calculated current and the raw
value of the current register, so that user space programs can
calculate the value exactly.
Additionally, a new function
was added to handle the conversion of a
string representation of a hexadecimal number to an integer
representation. The reason for this is that the kernel
implementation presented a problem which prevented it from
parsing the hexadecimal string correctly. Accordingly, the
function was also modified.
Another issue with the current measurement is that the
DS2438 chip has an offset register (intended to cancel small
offset errors in the current ADC), which is added to the current
register after every reading is taken. The offset register needs
to be calibrated to avoid introducing errors 3 . In order to obtain
the value currently stored in the offset register, we powered
the Meerkats node through the DC jack, and then used batmon
to measure the current. The reasoning for this is that when the
board is powered straight from the DC jack no current flows
through the shunt resistor and the reading should be 0mA.
Instead the initial result was -14mA. We account for this offset
in a user-level program (batread) that monitors batmon results.
batread is a simple program that polls /dev/platx/batmon
and records the current reading. As parameters it uses the
number of samples, the interval (in seconds) between them,
and the output filename. It is implemented as loop that
sleeps in between readings (to minimize interference with the
system’s energy consumption).
C. Battery Monitoring Performance Validation
In order to validate the current readings provided by batread, we use the same setup described in Section III-A and
followed the same methodology described in Section III to
conduct direct current measurements, while using batread
to record the current being drained by the system every
second. Table V presents the results obtained by batread, while
Table VI presents the current measured by the multimeter.
Task
idle
fft
read
write
image
tx
rx

Processor
Core
143.5
250.9
220.3
223.5
-

Proc./Sensor
Core
331.4
434.2
441.3
415.6
352.2
-

Proc./Radio
Core
304.4
454.0
419.5
392.8
421.3
324.4

Proc./Sensor/
Radio Core
495.7
633.4
611.7
599.5
509.8
592.8
526.0

TABLE V
C URRENT ( IN MILLI -A MPERES ) OBTAINED WITH batread.

We do not present results for sleep in Table V since the
3 According to the DS2438 data-sheet [12], a calibration is done before
shipment, but the system should be calibrated altogether.

system will not be able to keep track of the current readings
if the processor is sleeping.

idle
fft
read
write
image
tx
rx
sleep

Processor
Core

Proc./Sensor
Core

Proc./Radio
Core

Proc./Sensor/
Radio Core

0.4

0.35

0.3

-

-

-

TABLE VI

0.25
Current (A)

Task

energy consumption monitoring interference with respect to
readings of current drawn.

0.2

0.15

C URRENT, IN MILLI -A MPERES , MEASURED WITH DMM WHILE batread
WAS RUNNING ( AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION CALCULATED OVER

0.1

FIVE RUNS ).
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200
Time (sec)
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300

350

400

Fig. 9. Current being drained by Processor Core when fft is being executed.

0.4

0.35

0.3

0.25
Current (A)

Comparing the results in Tables VI and V, we can quantify
the interference of on-board battery monitoring. For example, for tasks that are more power-demanding (e.g., fft), the
average current readings obtained from batread are smaller
than the corresponding DMM readings. This is expected since
the processor needs to switch between tasks (e.g., fft and
batread) to execute the in-system current measurements and
because batread is less power-demanding, the average current
consumed is lower that when just fft runs. For less powerconsuming tasks, the interference may happen in the opposite
direction, i.e., the current readings by batread may be higher.
Figure 8 summarizes the results from Tables VI, V and I
for the Proc/Sensor/Radio Core subsystem.

0
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0
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Time (sec)
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Fig. 10. Current being drained by Processor Core when batread is monitoring
the system at 1 Hertz and fft is being executed.

Fig. 8. Current (in Amperes) measured with DMM with and without batread
running, and batread results. The results apply to the Proc/Sensor/Radio
Core).

We also have to keep in mind that the DS2438 chip has
an error of
LSb (
mA in the current Meerkats node
configuration). Another issue is the rate at which batread is
recording current readings, which is one reading every second.
When compared to the multimeter reading frequency (60 Hz),
this is very low and therefore may cause loss of information.
On the other hand, the higher the reading rate for batread, the
more interference it will cause.
Figures 9 and 10 illustrates the effect of Stargate’s in-system

In-system energy consumption monitoring is important in
order to track battery discharge and be able to make decisions
influencing the trade-off between power conservation (and thus
operation lifetime of the system) and performance. Although
in-system monitoring interferes slightly with energy consumption, we were still able to cross-validate on-board monitoring
measurements against DMM readings.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we summarize related work in areas relevant
to our work, including energy consumption measurements
for network interfaces, sensor networks platforms and mobile
devices.
Stem et al. [15] measures the power consumption of
some network interface cards (NICs) when used by different
end-user devices. The work also report on transport– and
application–level strategies to reduce energy consumption by
NICs. Later, in Feeney et al. [7], detailed energy consumption

measurements of some commercially-available IEEE 802.11
NICs operating in ad hoc mode are provided. Along the same
lines, Erbert et al. [6] assesses the impact of transmission
rate, transmit power, and packet size on energy consumption
in a typical wireless network interface. Pering et al. [9]
presents a mechanism to exploit radio hierarchies for wireless
devices, and reports energy consumption on Bluetooth and
IEEE 802.11 NICs.
The Panoptes sensor hardware [4] is similar to the Stargate
hardware, but has higher power requirements. When we compare the power requirements of both platforms, we observe
that the Stargate provides energy savings of up to 25%.
Another widely used platform in sensor networks are the
Berkeley Motes [16]. A detailed accounting of the energy
consumed by the Motes is presented in [13]. A detailed power
profile of the Consus platform, a personal data repository, is
presented in [10]. The work reports energy consumption for
basic tasks such as sleep, idle, processing, and communication
over IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth radios.
More recently, some research efforts have focused on developing visual sensing nodes. For example, Cyclops [11]
is a low-power, small sensing node composed of a microcontroller, complex programmable logic device, external
SRAM, external Flash and an CMOS imager. SensEye [8]
is a multi-tier video surveillance network, which makes use
of several different visual nodes including: Cyclops [11],
CMUcam [1], Crossbow Stargate and webcam, and a highend camera.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a thorough energy consumption
characterization of a visual sensor network testbed. Each sensing node in the testbed consists of a ”single-board computer”,
namely Crossbow’s Stargate equipped with a wireless network
card and a webcam. We assessed energy consumption of
activities representative of the target application (e.g., perimeter surveillance) using a benchmark that runs (individual
and combinations of) “basic” tasks such as processing, flash
memory access, image acquisition, and communication over
the network. In our characterization, we considered the various
hardware states the system switches through as it executes
these benchmarks, e.g., different radio modes (sleep, idle,
transmission, reception), and webcam modes (off, on, and
acquiring image). We reported both steady-state and transient
energy consumption behavior obtained by direct measurements
of current with a digital multimeter (DMM). Our results show
that delay and additional amount of charge due to transitions
are not at all negligible and must be accounted for when
determining important system parameters such as the duty
cycle.
We also presented the extensions we implemented to obtain current readings using the Stargate’s on-board energy
consumption measuring capabilities. On-board energy consumption monitoring is important in order to track battery
discharge and be able to make decisions influencing the tradeoff between power conservation (and thus operation lifetime of
the system) and performance. We showed that on-board monitoring interferes slightly with energy consumption but were

still able to cross-validate on-board monitoring measurements
against DMM readings.
As future work, we intend to use the characterization
presented here to develop a probabilistic energy consumption
model to predict energy consumption behavior of the Meerkats
node. This energy prediction model will then be used to
implement a resource manager that will be able to predict
the node energy consumption, verify its current state (using
the on-board energy consumption measuring capabilities), and
decide the node’s actions optimizing the energy consumption–
performance trade-off.
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